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SUBMISSION TO GREATER SYDNEY COMMISSION (GSC)
DRAFT NORTH DISTRICT PLAN 

This submission has been prepared by Macquarie University (MQU) in collaboration with the 
Macquarie Park Innovation District (MPID) in response to the Draft North District Plan 
released by the GSC on 21 November 2016. This submission focuses particularly on the 
Macquarie Park Strategic Centre, where the University's main campus is located. 

Macquarie University and its partners within the Strategic Centre (including the MPID) 
congratulate the GSC on the preparation of the draft District Plans and Towards our Greater 
Sydney 2056 -A draft amendment to update A Plan for Growing Sydney. 

We support a range of positive initiatives which seek to drive a more productive, liveable and 
sustainable Greater Sydney, and an environment which supports strong economic growth, a 
30-Minute City and Smart Jobs, as envisaged by the draft North District Plan. 

To that end, we are particularly encouraged by statements in the draft North District Plan 
which support Smart Jobs creation at Macquarie Park and the preparation of a specific 
economic development strategy for The Eastern City, within which the Strategic Centre sits. 
The further identification of the Strategic Centre as a Collaboration Area to maximise 
opportunities for the sustainable growth and economic prosperity of the centre is also 
welcomed, including the consideration of all the necessary infrastructure and ingredients 
required to develop a thriving innovation ecosystem and bring investment and human 
capital. 

We are keen to ensure long-term and robust economic and jobs growth objectives under 
previous strategic planning regimes and current District Plan and Greater Sydney's Regional 
Plan formats are upheld, reinforced, and converted. This ensures the long-term viability, 
vitality, and sustainable contribution Macquarie Park makes to the Gross Domestic Product 
of Australia, Gross State Product of NSW, and the overall productivity of Greater Sydney as 
a global city is appropriately realised. 

The city-shaping transformation of the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre from a high
performing premier suburban business park to a high amenity and specialised CBD in its 
own right with innovative employment generating and well-linked industries at its core is 
reinforced by our shared vision and alignment. 
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However, to achieve this a sustained effort and support will be needed through a robust 
governance model and collaborative partnerships both within and between industry and 
Government. The further untapped potential within the Strategic Centre to stimulate added 
economic and jobs growth must be carefully planned for and delivered with a flexible, 
responsive and integrated planning regime that removes or controls barriers and risks to 
growth. 

Our main concern remains the potential for short-term decision-making to enable additional 
mixed use or residential development into the Strategic Centre without clear direction from 
Government or the proposed applicable planning regime. Further dilution or fragmentation of 
the commercial core in the short-term may hinder the achievement of this shared vision. 

This submission makes specific recommendations for key next steps to ensure the ongoing 
success of the Strategic Centre. 

We look forward to working with you into the future to ensure our shared objectives may be 
successfully met. 

Please don't hesitate to contact me on  or  

Mark Broomfield 
Director of Property 
Macquarie University 
(and on behalf of MPID) 

Attached: 
Submission to GSC- Draft North District Plan (March 2017) 
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1.0 Executive Summary 

1.1 Introduction and Background 

This submission has been prepared by Macquarie University (MQU) in collaboration with the 

Macquarie Park Innovation District (MPID) in response to the Draft North District Plan 

released by the Greater Sydney Commission on 21 November 2016.  The submission 

focuses particularly on the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre (Strategic Centre) where the 

University's main campus is located. 

The submission takes account of work which the University has recently commissioned, 

together with a number of leading businesses and government agencies located in the 

Strategic Centre.  That work is considering how best to develop the MPID as an innovation 

ecosystem with support from an economics and innovation-focussed analysis by EY 

(currently in draft and commercial-in-confidence).  We hope to be able to share this work 

with the Greater Sydney Commission in the near future.  

Additional background material prepared for the Department of Planning & Environment 

(DPE), GSC and MQU has also been utilised in formulating this response to key issues 

driving and also affecting the Strategic Centre’s ongoing growth and success.   

Macquarie University and the MPID are keen to ensure long-term and robust economic and 

jobs growth objectives under previous strategic planning regimes, and current District Plan 

and Greater Sydney’s Regional Plan formats is upheld, reinforced, and converted. This will 

ensure the long-term viability, vitality, and sustainable contribution the Strategic Centre 

makes to the Gross Domestic Product of Australia, Gross State Product of NSW, and the 

overall productivity of Greater Sydney as a global city. 

Support for the GSC and its Vision, Priorities and Actions 

MQU applauds the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) in its Vision for a more Productive 

Sydney, a more Liveable Sydney, and a more Sustainable Sydney. The contribution by the 

Strategic Centre will principally lie in making Sydney a more productive place by helping 

facilitate a 30-Minute City, a City with Smart Jobs, and a Growing City.  

Underlying this, with further improvements within the Centre fostered by additional 

investment and growth, the achievement of other elements of the Vision, such as a resilient 

city, efficient city, and collaborative city, can also be produced. 

We also support the notion of the polycentric city with the Strategic Centre identified as 

principally being part of established Sydney within the Eastern City with its general 

contribution in strength in service industries, finance and innovation. The Central City 

focussed on Parramatta also nominates the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre within its area 

of influence and at its fringe. The GSC identifies this city as being founded on health and 

education, advanced manufacturing, innovation driven enterprises as well as urban services 

– other key attributes of the current Macquarie Park Strategic Centre.  

The draft District Plan indicates that the Strategic Centre has the potential to become 

Australia’s fourth largest commercial centre by 2036, noting it is now Sydney’s 2nd largest 

centre by GFA, having overtaken both Parramatta and North Sydney in recent years. 
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Our Aligned and Shared Visions 

Review of the draft District Plan has revealed a high degree of alignment and shared visions 

of both the GSC and the MQU/MPID. This is particularly true in seeking sustainable 

economic growth within the Strategic Centre that is founded on the ongoing evolution and 

city-shaping transformation of Macquarie Park from its conception as a car-based suburban 

business park with a light industrial base and latterly a high-performing commercial centre to 

a CBD in its own right. This includes its growth as a specialist commercial centre with an 

innovation focus and with a high amenity and range of services for its employment base. 

To that end, we are particularly encouraged by statements in the draft District Plan which 

support Smart Jobs creation at Macquarie Park and the preparation of a specific economic 

development strategy for The Eastern City, within which the Strategic Centre sits. The 

further identification of the Strategic Centre as a Collaboration Area to maximise 

opportunities for the sustainable growth and economic prosperity of the centre is also 

welcomed, including the consideration of all the necessary infrastructure and ingredients 

required to develop a thriving innovation ecosystem and bring investment and human 

capital. 

Growth is not without its risks and challenges 

The prevailing strategic and statutory planning regimes have supported the growth of the 

Strategic Centre to its current level and place within Sydney’s commercial and employment 

hierarchy. The key to this has been ‘protection’ of the commercial core of the Macquarie 

Park through local planning controls preventing new residential development or limiting non-

commercial development.  

Further reinforcement has come through successive State Government metropolitan plans 

for Sydney and the emphasis for growth of the Sydney (Economic) Global Arc, within which 

the Strategic Centre and MPID sit. The current draft North District Plan and the update to A 

Plan for Growing Sydney continue this objective. 

Recent Priority Precinct planning by the DPE and gazettal of new zoning and land use and 

development controls has in part reinforced the above, but has also introduced new and 

additional residential uses into the Strategic Centre leading to a fragmentation and partial 

dilution and reduction in available land for further commercial growth. 

Whilst this has had the sound and beneficial purpose of providing much-needed higher 

density housing (and recycling of older housing stock) close to transport, jobs and services, 

it has nonetheless provided a strong precedent for ongoing residential development within 

the Strategic Centre, which if not carefully considered (or managed) may have unintended 

consequences upon further positive growth within the Macquarie Park – as noted by BIS 

Shrapnel’s Strategic Employment Review on Macquarie Park for the DPE’s current 

Macquarie Park Priority Precinct Investigation Area exercise.  

Planning for the Strategic Centre must consider these recent rezonings and recognise this 

already significant contribution to the District’s housing targets. In this context, the District 

Plan must also consider the Strategic Centre as a whole, rather than just its remaining 

commercial core land. Further, the fringes of the Strategic Centre, particular towards and 

over Epping Road, would be ripe for further residential or mixed use development 

(potentially as high-density low-rise development) to assist in providing needed housing 

close to transport and jobs, without diluting the Centre’s further commercial potential or 

affecting its growing reputation. 
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There is also no doubt that improvements are required within the Strategic Centre to 

stimulate further economic growth. This includes enhancing the amenity and accessibility 

within the Centre with a finer-grained urban design outcome that will work hand-in-hand with 

its transformation to a CBD. Increased and improved community and business services and 

amenities are also required. This will come with critical mass and reputation-building. 

Other impediments or risks to successful growth include: 

• Connectivity and transport – reducing its car-dependence and business park legacy 

and additional high frequency public transport enhancements further building upon 

the current Metro updates to the existing rail infrastructure; 

• Determining the Strategic Centre’s capacity or threshold for growth in light of its 

position in Sydney’s commercial market and infrastructure capacity and needs to 

provide for growth; and 

• Competing land uses which may undermine or hinder reputation, perception and 

character of the Strategic Centre (with a relevant cross-reference to the conversion of 

Chatswood into a mixed-use CBD which is no longer attractive to significant 

commercial investment). 

Planning and Governance Model 

To achieve the shared vision and deliver upon and convert the priorities of the District Plan, 

a sustained effort and support will be needed through a robust governance model and 

collaborative partnerships both within and between industry and Government.  

The further untapped potential within the Strategic Centre to stimulate added economic and 

jobs growth must be carefully planned for and delivered with a flexible, responsive and 

integrated planning regime that removes or effectively manages barriers and risks to growth. 

We trust the mooted Eastern City Economic Development Strategy and actions in relation to 

the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre Collaboration Area will seek to set appropriate 

measures and action in place.  

Short-term strategic and statutory planning actions will be essential for the envisaged long-

term resilience of the Strategic Centre. Plan-making within the first 5 years must be clearly 

directed by the District Plan and the subsequent Local Strategic Planning Statements that 

then further inform the revision or update to the Ryde LEP. These processes will take time 

and clarity for decision-makers in the interim in terms of land use priorities for Macquarie 

Park will be essential. Work must occur quickly to enhance desirable outcomes. 

The finalised District Plan must be clear in its outcomes for Macquarie Park Strategic Centre. 

This submission makes specific recommendations for key next steps to ensure the ongoing 

success of the Strategic Centre from both a planning and governance perspective. 

1.2 Requested Outcomes and Recommendations 

In light of the GSC’s and MPID’s shared vision and objectives, and the likely risks to 

sustained economic growth, the following provides a summary of the key requested 

outcomes and recommendations towards the finalisation of the North District Plan and the 

update to A Planning for Growing Sydney: 

• Maintain and protect the current land use zoning regime for the short-term at least to 

prevent any further fragmentation or dilution of land required for further commercial 

growth. A mid- to longer-term view at this stage would be to expand the B3 
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Commercial Core zone (rather than the B4 Mixed Use zone) and remove the B7 

Business Park zone which has become less relevant to the transformation to a CBD. 

• The finalised District Plan must be clear in its outcomes for Macquarie Park Strategic 

Centre to ensure decision-makers can make consistent and informed decisions with 

respect to the priorities for the Strategic Centre. This is essential for short-term 

decision-making in relation to development applications and planning for spot 

rezonings. 

• The GSC must direct the preparation of a collaboratively-based and Macquarie Park-

specific study to inform maximisation of commercial growth and the appropriate land 

use mix in line with the Vision, Priorities and Actions of the District Plan. This will 

inform land use decision-making in the interim and assist finalisation of the 

subsequent LGA-wide Local Strategic Planning Statement and later LEP.  

• The proposed Eastern City Economic Development Strategy and actions in relation 

to the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre Collaboration Area must set appropriate 

measures and actions in place to ensure mid- to long-term decisions support positive 

and sustainable growth. 

• Planning for the Strategic Centre must consider recent residential or mixed use 

rezonings and recognise this already significant contribution to the District’s housing 

targets. In this context, to protect the commercial core and to provide for longer term 

residential growth, the fringes of the Strategic Centre, particular towards and over 

Epping Road, would be appropriate for further residential or mixed use development 

(potentially as high-density low-rise development) to assist in providing needed 

housing close to transport and jobs, without diluting the Centre’s further commercial 

potential or affecting its growing reputation. 

• The GSC must determine the capacity or threshold of the Strategic Centre’s growth 

via a detailed gaps analysis of the existing and required infrastructure to achieve 

targets and outcomes sought by the District Plan. Capacity and targets must be 

aligned with a concurrent commitment, funding, responsibility and timetable for those 

infrastructure improvements. This is a metropolitan-wide issue and should be 

addressed in a comprehensive manner to ensure District and Strategic Centre 

contexts are also appropriately managed and achieved. 

• A durable and robust governance model is essential for success. The delivery or 

conversion of the District Plan’s objectives will require a strong collaborative inter-

relationship between the Strategic Centre’s / MPID’s growing business base and 

government (itself via an inter-agency agreement to support growth). 

• A flexible and responsive planning regime able to provide ongoing and dynamic 

support is required. Whilst the current planning regime is based on long-term support 

for the establishment, growth and transformation of the Strategic Centre, its ongoing 

success must be founded on a planning system that can address changes to the 

market drivers for development and facilitate change. The development industry is 

commonly well ahead of the planning system. The proposed monitoring of trends and 

changes affecting growth via the GSC Dashboard is applauded, but this is only 

meaningful if it can be implemented or managed as quickly as is necessary. 

Other relevant issues / comments 

• It appears the individual draft District Plans are collectively leading the overall review 
of A Plan for Growing Sydney and its vision towards 2056. As mentioned above, the 
single greatest issue affecting metropolitan Sydney is its capacity to grow both 
productivity and liveability in a sustained manner with aligned commitment, 
responsibility, funding and a timetable for infrastructure improvements. This must be 
considered at a Greater Sydney level as early as possible.  
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• Accordingly, in this context, identification of areas that can take early growth, 

sustained growth or later growth are not readily identified. Clarity and certainty for the 

next detailed level and stage of planning is largely not provided. 

• It is unclear as to what happens in the interim, from now until the gazettal of new 

planning controls some years onwards. There is potential for a long-running phase of 

free-standing planning proposals to rezone land without adequate strategic direction, 

noting the legislated force the draft District Plans and the review of A Plan for 

Growing Sydney already have under Part 3B of the Act. However, this may not be 

suitable or sufficient relative to the individual circumstances of some growth areas, 

including the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre. 

• Prioritising the priorities – it is unclear which priorities have greater primacy and 

currency over others. Not all of Sydney will be able to growth at the same speed. 

These priorities should be mapped in a time-lapsed manner.  

• The relative hierarchy of the Strategic Centres is not clearly understood, other than 

via assumed jobs targets. Their place in the hierarchy is also not clarified or 

understood relative to their specialties and strengths in delivering Greater Sydney’s 

anticipated growth.  

• The desired outcomes for the Strategic Centre are not graphically represented – only 

the current scenario at Macquarie Park is mapped. 
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2.0 Background 

2.1 What is the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre / MPID? 

Macquarie Park Strategic Centre 

The Macquarie Park Corridor, now Macquarie Park Strategic Centre, was conceived as a 

car-based suburban business park in the 1960s, offering large floorplate low-rise office and 

light industrial accommodation with largely unrestricted site perimeter car parking. Initial 

business investment in the Strategic Centre was only partially affiliated with the 

establishment of Macquarie University at its western edge. 

The historic appeal to locate at Macquarie Pak was the ability to occupy large floorplate, low 

rise, modern, campus-style office buildings, incorporating generous car parking provision at 

lower rentals than in nearby established office centres such as Chatswood, St Leonards and 

North Sydney (BIS Shrapnel 2015). 

 

Figure 1: Current Macquarie Park Strategic Centre (source: GSC) 

In successive decades, the Strategic Centre has grown and converted from the suburban 

business park format to a well-located commercial centre with a higher proportion of office 

and specialised accommodation with increased association with Macquarie University. 

Recent growth has been supported by enhanced public and private transport linkages (with 
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the opening of the three heavy rail - and soon to be Metro - stations, and the M2 Motorway 

within the past 10-15 years) bringing it closer to other Centres and the Sydney CBD.  

The Centre has also been an attractive location for the commercial and office market due to 

cheaper rents, ability to develop and convert redundant floorspace, and protective land use 

zoning supporting commercial and business park-type uses ahead of mixed use 

developments or zoning for higher value residential land uses. 

In recognition of the role it has played (and is expected to continue to play) in Sydney’s 

economy, it has formed part of the northern extent of Sydney’s Global Arc / Global Economic 

Corridor in all editions of Sydney’s Metropolitan Plan for the past 10-15 years. 

 

Figure 2: Sydney’s Global Economic Arc (source: NSW Department of Planning & Environment) 

Today, the Strategic Centre operates as an interconnected business cluster for companies, 

suppliers and associated institutions in the health (including pharmaceuticals), education and 

ICT (information, communications and technology) sectors, generating about 54,000 jobs 

(SGS 2016). Clustering provides the catalyst for three important activities: increased 

productivity, more rapid innovation and new business formation (JLL 2016). 

The cluster is well developed with 12 of the world’s largest companies by market 

capitalisation located in Macquarie Park (JLL 2016). 
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These include: 

• Microsoft  (USA)  ranked 5th  

• Johnson & Johnson (USA)  ranked 8th 

• Novartis  (Switzerland) ranked 10th 

• Pfizer   (USA)  ranked 20th 

• Oracle   (USA)  ranked 30th 

• Merck & Co  (USA)  ranked 37th 

• Sanofi   (France) ranked 50th 

• Amegen  (USA)  ranked 55th 

• Medtronic  (Ireland) ranked 68th 

• 3M Co   (USA)  ranked 74th 

• Biogen Idec  (USA)  ranked 79th 

• AstraZeneca  (UK)  ranked 97th 

(source: JLL 2016) 

Sonic Healthcare, TPG Telecom, Aristocrat Leisure and Cochlear are other key businesses 

with headquarters at Macquarie Park. 

New development activity has resulted in the Macquarie Park office market increasing 

from 135,800 sqm in 2000 to 723,500 sqm in 2015. Development in Macquarie Park has 

been demand-led with purpose-built campus facilities for multi-national corporations in 

the technology, pharmaceutical and education sectors. As a result, Macquarie Park has 

accounted for a high proportion of Sydney’s underlying demand growth with net 

absorption of 316,100 sqm recorded between 2005 and 2015. To put the net absorption 

result in context, Macquarie Park recorded stronger net absorption than every other 

monitored metropolitan Sydney office market, the Brisbane CBD (172,800 sqm) and 

Perth CBD (103,000 sqm) over the same time period.  (JLL 2016) 

In the past decade (2006-2016) the Strategic Centre has added nearly as much new GFA 

(380,000m2) as the Sydney CBD (465,000m2) (SGS 2016). 

SGS’s reports for the DPE and GSC indicate that the 2011 jobs number of 54,000 has the 

potential to grow to up to 82,000 to 94,500 jobs in the next 20 years. However, to do so 

some challenges and opportunities need to be addressed. These include: 

• Protecting the commercial core from potential future residential development; 

• The growth in employment over the past 15 years has been based around car based 

travel. However, as the centre has continued to grow, access via car has been 

increasingly challenging; and 

• Fostering a move toward an increased public transport usage (in particular the heavy 

rail and Metro networks) to help the centre to continue to grow. This includes 

improved pedestrian links from the train station to the key employment precinct.   

JLL has assessed the capital stock by value of Macquarie Park at $3.4 billion.  

The Health Care, Information Services and Education sectors are growth sectors of the 

Australian economy. Deloitte Access Economics projects the Australian economy will grow 

by an average of 2.6% per annum between 2015 and 2020 – below the long-term average of 

3.2% per annum recorded between 1995 and 2015.  

However, the aggregate output from the Health Care, Information Services and Education 

sectors is forecast to grow at a faster rate (3.2% per annum) than the domestic economy 
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(2.6% per annum) between 2015 and 2020. As a result, these three industry sectors will 

make relatively larger contributions to the Australian economy and are projected to comprise 

17.1% of economic output by 2020. The expansion of these sectors will underpin tenant 

demand in Macquarie Park (JLL 2016). 

Macquarie University provides access to highly skilled labour for multinational corporations 

and domestic companies in the Macquarie Park precinct. The University is ranked by QS 

World University Rankings in the top 8% of 3,551 evaluated universities and has 

approximately 39,000 students enrolled (JLL 2016). 

It is acknowledged as a major employment node, but also that it must adapt in order to grow 

as expected. Adaptation will also mean carefully considering the planning framework within 

which to develop and grow. 

What is the MPID? 

The MPID sits within the Strategic Centre and is home to Macquarie University, Macquarie 

University Hospital, the Lighthouse Incubator and more than 180 large international and 200 

small businesses.  The MPID is already Australia’s premier and fastest growing innovation 

district, with potential for at least another 40,000 jobs within the next ten years. 

The founding partners of MPID (seeking to work in collaboration with the NSW Government) 

are: 

• Abbott Australasia  

• AMP Capital  

• Johnson & Johnson Medical Australia  

• Konica Minolta Australia  

• National Australia Bank (NAB)  

• Singtel Optus Pty Limited (Optus)  

• Macquarie University 

The vision of MPID is to be a “globally recognised ecosystem creating innovative solutions 

benefiting the local and international community” with a mission to “build a vibrant 

collaborative ecosystem to attract and connect people, resources and ideas”. 

The 3 themes that will define MPID are: 

1. Healthcare and Medical 

2. Digital Technologies 

3. Business and Commerce 

 

The MPID is based on four fundamentals: Collaborate, Create, Connect, Community. 

• Collaborate: Events, forums, research, networking, hacks, sharing 
• Create: Incubators, intrapreneurship and entrepreneurship programs 
• Connect: Event spaces, SMART digital infrastructure, transport 
• Community: International network, outreach, pop-up innovation 
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Figure 3: MPID Networks and Themes (Source: MPID / EY) 

 

To be a globally recognised ecosystem creating innovative solutions, MPID must realise 4 

dimensions: 

• Reputation  

• Community Vibrancy 

• Innovation Ecosystem / Networks 

• Economic Activity 

The emerging reputation of MPID as a relevant innovation district is a must-get-right in a 

highly global competitive environment for talent and investment attraction. This relies on an 

appropriate land use and planning regime to support consolidation of activities.  

Community vibrancy and innovation ecosystem account for the core of the future 

ecosystem and will require collective and sustained effort to mature. 

MPID’s economic impact will have a multiplier effect depending on the level of integration, 

connectivity and socially inclusiveness of the innovation district. The potential increased 

multiplier effect from growth will be able to enhance not only the Greater Sydney economy, 

but local businesses and support services within Macquarie Park. 
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Figure 4: MPID Key Facts (source: MPID webpage) 

 

Planning for Macquarie Park 

Previous and current strategic and statutory planning by Council and the State Government 

has generally supported the growth and protection of the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre 

as a commercial centre in recognition of the significant contribution it and its businesses 

make to the Sydney, NSW and national economies. 

Various amendments to planning regimes applicable to Macquarie Park, whether Ryde LEP 

2010 and 2014; the 2009/2010 State Significant Site listing and Part 3A Concept Plan 

approval for the MQU Campus; or the Urban Activation / Priority Precinct SEPP amendment 

processes for the Herring Road and North Ryde precincts have predominantly sought to 

reinforce the importance of Macquarie Park as an employment centre.  

Controls have sought to cater for growth and respond to the need for the Strategic Centre to 

develop and change in a manner that allows the area to remain competitive as well as 

seeking to provide for infrastructure upgrades that support growth. 

Incentive controls and various forms of direct commercial development uplift (whether under 

Part 3A or urban activation principles) have been valuable in ensuring growth has been 

attractive for the development industry. 

The controls have sought to support and enhance the evolution of Macquarie Park from a 

business park to an urban centre (consistent with its current standing) and within other 

enhancements based on a refined structure plan, access and open space networks and a 

finer grained urban design and public domain solution befitting an urban centre. 
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The existing principal planning controls and land use zoning have (to the greater part) 

excluded land uses such as: 

• All forms of Residential accommodation other than Hotel or motel accommodation 

and Serviced apartments in the commercial core; and  

• Tourist and visitor accommodation in land away from the Centre’s three railway / 

Metro stations within the commercial core.   

Key land uses supported across the Centre have included: 

• Commercial premises; Educational establishments; High Technology Industry; 

Information and education facilities; Light industries; and Office premises, along with 

a wide range of support and business services-related land uses. 

Note: a distinct Commercial Core and Business Park delineation exists (see zoning map 

below) where there is proximity and access to the Centre’s three railway / Metro stations. 

Further, MQU’s broad B4 Mixed Use zone operates with additional supporting permitted 

uses beyond the standard template B4 zone. The B4 - Mixed Use zone also allows 

residential accommodation and is reflective of the recently gazetted provisions under the 

Herring Road Urban Activation / Priority Precinct, as is the R4 - High Density Residential 

zone at the Lachlan’s Line development under the North Ryde Priority Precinct. 

 

Figure 5: Macquarie Park Zoning Map (source: Ryde LEP 2014) 

Under the current planning regime applicable to the Centre there is the potential to deliver 

between 8,500 and 15,000 new dwellings / apartments. Despite these significant new 

residential development opportunities, pressure remains on the balance of the Commercial 
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Core and Business Park zones for further rezoning to permit additional residential 

accommodation as a highest and best use, where there is identified demand for housing. 

The current commercial core 

The existing and well-established commercial core of the Macquarie Park is under potential 

threat or dilution and fragmentation by possible future incoming residential development. 

The core is presently book-ended by new planning regimes at the Herring Road Priority 

Precinct and the North Ryde Station Priority Precinct (including the Lachlan’s Line 

development), each with a significant proportion of planned residential developments and 

growth. 

The commercial core of Macquarie Park generally extends from Herring Road in the west to 

Wicks Road in the east, and is bounded by Epping Road in the south and the M2 Motorway 

at its northern fringe. This area is presently predominantly occupied by larger multi / trans-

national companies, many with direct links to innovation, bio-medical and high-tech 

industries, including some with ties to Macquarie University. 

Current DPE Investigation Area 

DPE is presently considering the commercial core and outlying areas around the Macquarie 

Park Station as a Priority Precinct Investigation Area. This has involved a review of the 

economic value of, and capacity to increase, commercial activity within the balance of 

Macquarie Park Strategic Centre, as well as the potential impact of residential land uses 

(see Figure 6 below). 

Based on information on the DPE’s webpage, a key aim of the investigation is to retain a 

commercial core to support long-term employment growth. Connecting people with new 

services, infrastructure and open spaces will also be important to ensure Macquarie Park 

remains a great place to live and work. 

Key businesses (as opposed to landowners) in the Strategic Centre are concerned that an 

inflow of new residential development will detrimentally act to dilute the Centre’s existing 

economic and multiplier credentials rather than enhancing its growth capacity. Careful 

planning will be needed to ensure an appropriate mix or proportion of non-commercial uses 

ensues. 

The Strategic Centre already acts to serve Sydney as a global anchor for a range of 

innovation industries. All the key ingredients exist, including a planning regime to protect 

these interests. A potentially poorly resolved DPE Investigation Area exercise and District 

Plan has the potential to undermine this status. The long-term potential and durability of the 

core needs to be carefully considered.  

BIS Shrapnel has prepared a Strategic Employment Review for Macquarie Park for DPE as 

part of this process. The report, amongst other things, addresses current impediments or 

constraints to growth, and advises: 

Market research undertaken for this project, including interviews with key 

stakeholders in Macquarie Park, suggest that the major constraint to future 

development—either at current densities or at higher densities—is around the issue 

of transport. Other constraints to future development in Macquarie Park include 

market demand, adequate provision of amenities, planning restrictions and, crucially, 

whether a development is financially feasible. However, transport was identified as 
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the major constraint, particularly that transport infrastructure has failed to keep pace 

with the speed of commercial development that has occurred within Macquarie Park. 

Traffic is a major issue due to existing bottle necks within and near the Centre as it also 

serves as a through route for other metropolitan traffic. The Business Park legacy of high car 

usage, expectation, and dependence is also a significant factor. Public transport frequencies 

and direct linkages to encourage mode change are only slowly being addressed, relative to 

the speed of growth. There is a need for a holistic and coordinated transport plan and 

response to the growth envisaged under the draft District Plans. 

Other infrastructure or services lacking in Macquarie Park include business-related services. 

Higher density development could be expected to result in a faster-growing and more 

diverse workforce and, in turn, attract more ancillary services and facilities to the 

Centre. The lack of services (shops, restaurants, hotels) beyond those within 

Macquarie Shopping Centre was viewed by respondents as a shortcoming of 

Macquarie Park. Moreover, the location of the Macquarie Shopping Centre at the 

western end of the precinct means that it doesn’t service the whole of the Centre 

effectively. 

Walking distances between locations are also perceived as being too great and not lending 

themselves to a high amenity, pedestrian-oriented location. This also remains the legacy of a 

car-based and planned business park. This is a matter that increased density will largely 

remedy in tandem with the approach espoused by the recent (and co-related) NSW 

Government Architect Office document, Better Placed. 

 

Figure 6: Macquarie Park Investigation Area (source: NSW Department of Planning & Environment) 
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Additional residential development in Macquarie Park 

BIS Shrapnel also considered the impacts of additional residential development within the 

commercial core and balance of the Centre still subject to ‘protection’. 

Strong demand for residential sites across Sydney’s inner and middle suburbs is 

boosting the price of underdeveloped commercial property suitable for residential 

development. Residential developers can afford to pay more for commercial sites 

and there is a risk that, if sites are not protected, residential development will limit the 

potential for commercial development when it becomes financially feasible.   

These concerns are particularly relevant in Macquarie Park and Riverside Corporate 

Park where, already, key sites have been rezoned to allow residential and mixed use 

development.   

Existing office occupants are not opposed, per se, to high rise residential 

development occurring within Macquarie Park—with most respondents highlighting 

the opportunity that it will generate more growth and depth of services to the Centre 

and create the opportunity to live closer to the workplace. Indeed, residential 

development was viewed as a key ingredient to making Macquarie Park an effective 

and attractive precinct. However, there was a widely-held perception that apartment 

development should occur in discrete zones, separate to the commercial office 

precinct.  

Certainly, amongst respondents, there was little appetite to occupy space within 

mixed use buildings. Respondents also felt that further rezoning to permit high rise 

residential use should not occur until such time as the transport issues are resolved.  

Our forecasts suggest Macquarie Park can accommodate between 2.9 and 3.6 

million square metres of office space over the next 50 years i.e. it would grow to 

three to four times its current size.  

Allowing unfettered residential development in the logical areas for 

commercial office space risks limiting the Centre’s employment potential. Sites 

need to be protected for when the market demand is there for new office space 

and it is more financially feasible to build. 

Overall, BIS Shrapnel concluded: 

With or without changes to planning controls, Macquarie Park is set to expand rapidly 

as a commercial office centre over the next 50 years. It is already the second largest 

office market within Sydney and has the capacity to accommodate a significant share 

of metropolitan growth well into the future.  

The questions to ask are:  

o should even stronger growth be facilitated/encouraged by allowing higher 

density commercial development via changes to planning controls?  

o Do sites need to be quarantined to allow this to occur and when will it become 

feasible to develop high density commercial development?  
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Over the past decade transport and services infrastructure has failed to keep up with 

the pace of commercial development and, as a result, Macquarie Park is currently 

facing serious traffic problems. Amongst stakeholders in Macquarie Park there is a 

view that these issues need to be resolved before changes are made to state or local 

planning controls that would encourage higher density development. The completion 

of the Sydney Metro Northwest is expected to be a catalyst for a transition from car 

usage to improved public transport, but that alone will not solve traffic problems.  

Provided these issues can be resolved, there is a compelling logic for high rise 

development within Macquarie Park. The Centre will play an essential role in 

Sydney’s economic development and has the potential to become a vibrant 

commercial precinct. There is a place for both residential and commercial office 

space within the Centre, but respondent feedback overwhelmingly supports the two 

land uses remaining largely separated. Moreover, we need to reserve key areas 

around stations for office space. If we allow unfettered residential development, 

future commercial potential will be compromised.   

High rise commercial development is much more expensive to build and would have 

higher sites values than the current low rise existing office buildings in the precinct. 

As a result, substantially higher rents would be required to underwrite financial 

feasibilities. 

To command market confidence in the Strategic Centre and assist in facilitating the desired 

employment targets, based on this advice, it would be reasonable to seek to segregate 

rather than integrate residential development from commercial activities in the Centre. As 

identified in a number of supporting economic reports for DPE and the GSC, the objective 

would be to avoid a Chatswood CBD mixed use precinct scenario which has resulted in a 

residential transformation of the former commercial core and increased commercial vacancy 

rates through the loss of address, character, or reputation of that Centre for business 

activities. 

 

DPE Macquarie Park Investigation Area - Poll Results – Key responses 

Survey responses to DPE about the future of Macquarie Park as part of its current 

Investigation process are set out below. Amongst those surveyed, the responses further 

reinforce a view of protecting, enhancing or consolidating commercial activity and providing 

for a higher amenity location with a range of services and facilities, including an after-hours 

economy.  

You arrive in Macquarie Park in 25 years to find: 

- I'm seeing new and distinctively different activity clusters 33% 

- I'm walking through public spaces towards the new town centre 29% 

What factors are most important in driving innovation at Macquarie Park? 

- A new vision and strategic plan for Macquarie Park 48% 

- Greater Government collaboration with the private sector 24% 
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How do you want Macquarie Park to feel in the future? 

- A vibrant and innovative place to work, live and visit that's well connected 

by public transport 49% 

- A vibrant and innovative workplace with nightlife and great public spaces 

29% 

- A globally significant innovation district and centre of excellence 16% 

Which non-business facilities would enhance Macquarie Park? 

- High quality streetscapes, including more pedestrian and cycle paths 32% 

- More community spaces for local meetings, music and events 29% 

What does Macquarie Park most need to support entrepreneurs and start-ups? 

- Strong links between the NSW Government, Macquarie University and 

high tech stakeholders 30% 

- Low cost work spaces that encourage collaboration 27% 

- Business incubator support services 21% 

What is your biggest transport related concern? 

- Traffic congestion 71% 

What is your preference for improving the amenity of Macquarie Park? 

- It is a place where there is plenty to do outside of work, including cafes, 

bars and restaurants 54% 

- There are better bicycles, pedestrian and public transport networks 22% 

- The streets have more trees, there is better public domain and more open 

space 16% 

- Buildings that look exciting and inspire innovative thinkers 8% 
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2.2 Why is the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre important? 

The importance of this Centre is best summarised through a set of statistics gathered from 

the various sources cited in the Resources and Literature section of this submission. 

Key Statistics – Now and into the future 
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2.3 Innovation Districts 

The MPID / Strategic Centre already operates as an innovation district and innovation 

ecosystem and is already branded and recognised as one. To reinforce this role and enable 

the ongoing success consistent with the employment targets and Smart City Vision and 

Productivity Actions for Macquarie Park, the following should be addressed in any finalised 

District Plan to help direct subsequent planning and legislation. 

There are known and well-documented ingredients to creating and maintaining a successful 

innovation district. McKinsey & Company in Cultivating a successful innovation district 

identified 5 essential criteria as shown in the graphic below. 

 

Figure 7: Innovation Districts - Criteria for Success (source: McKinsey & Company) 

Further, EY in its current draft work for the MPID (and based on the Brookings Institution) 

identified that all innovation districts contain economic, physical and networking assets. 

When these assets combine with a supportive risk taking culture they create an innovation 

ecosystem – see below. 

 

Figure 8: Innovation Ecosystems (source: EY based on Brookings Institution) 
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According to EY, when the innovation ecosystem is in place an Innovation District will drive 

economic activity in three key ways: 

• Enhanced innovation performance of participating companies; 

• Empowered entrepreneurs through dedicated networking assets; and 

• Stimulated economic growth by leveraging the benefits of agglomeration 

The innovation ecosystem growth cycle (as shown below) is powered the above key 

elements and the ingredients for success. A mutually-attractive relationship between mature 

companies and start-ups ensues, enabling maturation of the start-ups into the investment 

phase to become incubators and empower other entrants to the agglomeration. The greater 

and stronger the agglomeration, the more significant the number and type of start ups and 

incubators there will to drive the renewal of the cycle and foster overall economic growth and 

the Innovation District’s own credentials and reputation.   

 

Figure 9: The Innovation Ecosystem Growth Cycle 

The MPID presently has the required ingredients for ongoing success at current levels, but 

significant growth in all facets must be supported by a strong governance and regulatory 

culture (i.e. the appropriate planning regime/system and NSW Government support). 

The likely risks to the MPID in achieving ongoing economic success include: 

• Dilution and fragmentation of the innovation district and its capacity to operate as an 

innovation ecosystem; 

• Lack of suitable support and governance structure to enhance participation, 

performance, networks, and agglomeration; 

• Loss of reputation and recognition and therefore also attraction to investment and 

participation (at all levels of the innovation ecosystem growth cycle); 

• Lack of support services, amenity, and recreation opportunities to encourage a 

vibrant and engaged community and diverse and connected workforce; and 

• Lack of competitive edge and resilience to facilitate economic stimulation and 

multiplier effects within the innovation ecosystem and the wider community. 
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3.0 Key Objectives 

3.1 What should Macquarie Park / MPID become? 

The direction Macquarie Park and the MPID should take may be summarised by the Visions 

of DPE/Government Architect’s Office (GAO), GSC, and the MPID itself. The preceding 

information about how to grow an innovation district and innovation ecosystem, and what 

ingredients are necessary is also relevant. 

From an economic perspective, JLL assessed the long-term potential of the Strategic 

Centre. It found the following three key aspects as critical: 

• Exposure to growth sectors of the economy  

o the Health, technology and education are growth sectors of the Australian 

economy  

o Macquarie Park is the Australian HQ for 12 of the world’s largest companies  

o Exposure to S&P/ASX 100 listed companies. 

 

• New infrastructure changes markets  

o Sydney Metro improves the accessibility of Macquarie Park  

o North West corridor accounts for a high proportion of Sydney’s population 

growth 

o Access to a higher proportion of Sydney’s workforce 

 

• A more relevant investment destination 

o The investable universe in Macquarie Park is pushing $4 billion  

o Number of prime grade assets is comparable with Brisbane & Perth CBDs 

o Scale, depth and liquidity provide the ingredients for a longer-term re-rating. 

(Assessing the long-term potential of Macquarie Park (JLL 2016)) 

 

DPE & OGA Vision 

Based on the available information from the DPE webpage, the DPE/GAO Vision for 

Macquarie Park is to: 

• Transform it from a precinct to a vibrant mixed-use place;  

• Attract global talent; 

• Be an exemplar for healthy living, community resilience and the source of life-

changing ideas; 

• Create a successful linear innovation ecosystem; and 

• Enhance the existing commercial centre into an innovation district with more jobs, 

homes, cafes and open space.  

This vision should be informed by an innovative process and the OGA & Better Placed 

initiative promoted as a design-led planning approach. 
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MPID Vision 

As set out earlier in this submission, the vision of MPID is to be a “globally recognised 

ecosystem creating innovative solutions benefiting the local and international community”. 

The mission is to “build a vibrant collaborative ecosystem to attract and connect people, 

resources and ideas”. 

As stated, 3 themes that will define MPID are: 

1. Healthcare and Medical  

2. Digital Tech  

3. Business and Commerce 

To be a globally recognised ecosystem creating innovative solutions, MPID must bring to life 

a uniquely signature experience articulated across four dimensions: 

• Reputation  

• Community Vibrancy 

• Innovation Ecosystem  

• Economic Activity 

The emerging reputation of MPID as a relevant innovation district is a must-get-right in a 

highly global competitive environment for talent and investment attraction. 

Community vibrancy and innovation ecosystem account for the core of the future 

ecosystem and will require collective and sustained effort to mature. 

MPID’s economic impact will have a multiplier effect depending on the level of integration, 

connectivity and socially inclusiveness of the innovation district. 

 

GSC Vision 

A Productive Greater Sydney (30-minute city, a City with Smart Jobs, and a Growing City) as 

well as a Liveable Greater Sydney and a Sustainable Greater Sydney. 

A summary of the various relevant Priorities and Actions for Macquarie Park are set out 

below. 

Stated key and selected relevant Priorities for the North District include:  

• Grow jobs in centres and on urban services land  

• Managing employment and urban services land and  

• Planning for job target ranges in strategic and district centres 

• Optimising the productivity benefits of Sydney Metro to create new smart jobs in 

strategic centres 

• Leverage investment in transport infrastructure 

• Creating great places in the North District   

• Fostering cohesive communities in the North District  

• Responding to people’s need for services 

• Creating an efficient North District 

• Planning for a resilient North District. 
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Stated key Productivity Actions are 

• P1: Develop better understanding of the value and operation of employment and 

urban services land 

• P2: Develop and implement an economic development strategy for the Eastern City 

• P3: Create a sense of place, grow jobs and diversify activity in Macquarie Park with 

an Increase in total jobs and increase in health and education and knowledge and 

professional services jobs 

Stated key Liveablity Actions are 

• L1: Prepare local housing strategies 

• L2: Identify the opportunities to create the capacity to deliver 20-year strategic 

housing supply targets 

• L3: Councils to increase housing capacity across the District 

• L11: Provide design-led planning to support high quality urban design 

Strong Alignment 

There is an extremely high level of alignment between all stakeholders, including the 

respondents to the DPE Macquarie Park Investigation Area Poll, about what they would 

prefer to see Macquarie Park develop into in the future. 

 

Figure 10: Macquarie Park Strategic Centre - Distillation of Shared Vision 

The principal objective of MQU (and its partners) is to support protection of the commercial / 

innovation district base of the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre and to enable durable, long-

term economic growth of the Centre without the possible short- and mid-term consequences 

of oversupply of residential development without better understanding the market and 

reputational impacts of mixed use precincts and developments.  

Short term decisions and actions which address one key Greater Sydney issue (housing 

supply) without considering the ramifications upon other key priorities which drive Global 

Sydney (employment, education and research, and smart jobs) should be avoided. 

DPE/GAO 
Vision

MPID 
Vision

GSC 
Vision
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Ideally, the draft District Plan would better resolve a land use strategy, tied to the key 

economic drivers and ingredients for successful innovation ecosystems. 

To that end, we are particularly encouraged by statements in the draft District Plan which 

support Smart Jobs creation at Macquarie Park and the preparation of a specific economic 

development strategy for The Eastern City, within which the Strategic Centre sits.  

The further identification of the Strategic Centre as a Collaboration Area to maximise 

opportunities for the sustainable growth and economic prosperity of the centre is also fully 

supported, including any further consideration of all the necessary infrastructure and 

ingredients required to develop a thriving innovation ecosystem and bring investment and 

human capital. 

Other key directions for Macquarie Park 

Other key directions to take include: 

• Investment in traffic and transport improvements and enhancements to facilitate 

even greater levels of accessibility to and within the Strategic Centre; 

• Appropriate new development that contributes to the reputation and address of 

Macquarie Park; 

• An appropriate mix and scale of complementary land uses that provides 

improved amenity, vitality and liveability within the Strategic Centre and also 

contributes to networking possibilities and community vibrancy in addition to the 

reputation and address of Macquarie Park; 

• Monitoring of intra- and cross-District development approvals and completions 

that affect Macquarie Park to ensure strategically planned targets and outcomes 

may be achieved and that mutually-beneficial outcomes arise within Greater 

Sydney in terms of Productivity, Liveability, and Sustainability; and 

• A nimble and responsive planning system able to adjust quickly to changed 

needs and strategic and statutory planning objectives arising from the monitoring 

process. 

The mid-term objective of MQU is to ensure enhanced opportunities to cement appropriate 

and planning controls for the longer term in a forthcoming update to Ryde LEP or any other 

statutory planning instrument are achievable. Prior to new controls being gazetted, a 

possible suspension of rezonings within the Strategic Centre to residential land uses is 

requested to ensure piecemeal and incremental planning outcomes that do not meet all 

strategic planning outcomes do not result. 
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4.0 What the Draft North District Plan 

recognises and supports 

4.1 The draft District Plan recognises and supports Macquarie Park  

The draft North District Plan continues to recognise and support Macquarie Park as a key 

employment node and Strategic Centre. Figure 11 below highlights its general position in the 

proposed 3-City polycentric metropolis context. 

Macquarie Park is a Strategic Centre – 1 of 20 in the Greater Sydney area, a reduction from 

28 in the earlier A Plan for Growing Sydney. It has the potential to become the 3rd largest by 

employment and is presently the 2nd largest by floor area. 

 

 
Figure 11: GSC polycentric 3 Cities concept (source: GSC) 

Key to this submission, the GSC recognises that Macquarie Park businesses are keen to 

assist the development of an innovation hub and many are already active in the start-up and 

new-tech space. Macquarie Park will continue to grow and major employers are key 

stakeholders in how this growth is planned and delivered. Key issues already identified by 

major employers include the high levels of traffic congestion and the need for growth to be 

accompanied by improved public transport access and reliability, walkability and activation of 

the public domain. 
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Productivity priorities  

The proposed priorities and actions for a productive North District focus on the District’s 

major centres as generators of jobs growth and diversity. The GSC seeks to realise 

opportunities to leverage health, education and knowledge clusters and prioritise investment 

and detailed land use planning around the Northern Beaches Hospital, St. Leonards and 

Macquarie Park, subject to, and dependent upon, investment in transport to improve access 

and meet the 30-minute city objective. 

The overarching priorities for Productivity include, amongst other things:  

• Managing employment and urban services land  

• Planning for job target ranges in strategic and district centres  

• Optimising the productivity benefits of Sydney Metro to create new smart jobs 

in strategic centres 

• Accessing a greater number of metropolitan jobs and centres within 30 

minutes  

• Accessing local jobs, goods and services within 30 minutes  

Productivity actions 

P1: Develop better understanding of the value and operation of employment 

and urban services land resulting in an increase in total jobs 

P2: Develop and implement an economic development strategy for the Eastern 

City resulting in an increase in total jobs and an increase in health and education and 

knowledge and professional services jobs 

P3: Create a sense of place, grow jobs and diversify activity in Macquarie Park 

resulting in Increase in total jobs and increase in health and education and 

knowledge and professional services jobs 

Actions common to the Central, North and South Draft District Plans include to Develop and 

implement an economic development strategy for the Eastern City resulting in an increase 

total jobs and proportion of health and education and knowledge and professional services 

jobs. 

 

Planning for job target ranges in strategic and district centres  

Recently updated population projections for Greater Sydney have revised the forecast 

demand for jobs in that area from 689,000 by 2036 to 817,000 additional jobs. Whilst this 

represents a confirmation of Sydney’s status as a global city and an international business 

destination, the GSC recognises that it needs to plan for how Greater Sydney attracts and 

accommodates these jobs in the right locations – the kind of places that we know are 

supported by land use and infrastructure investment and are attractive from a commercial 

perspective.  

It also understands that it must act to (support growth and maintain) the commercial core in 

the North District's strategic centres will attract investment that could otherwise be lost 

interstate or internationally. 

Part of keeping Sydney attractive will lie in its connectivity and investment in public transport. 

This has been recognised in the context of Macquarie Park with the construction of the 
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Chatswood-Epping rail line and now soon to commence Metro upgrades to further reinforce 

connectivity with higher-speed and higher-frequency services. 

Housing and Jobs targets 

The draft District Plan, amongst other things, recognises the need for ambitious housing and 

jobs targets to ensure both a Productive City and a Liveable City in the achievement of a 30-

minute City. The draft District Plans propose 20-year strategic housing targets that establish 

the magnitude of this housing need across Greater Sydney. 

The following sets out key observations of the GSC in relation to the North District. 

Housing Targets 

• ‘accelerate housing supply and local housing choice’  

• Based on capacity within each LGA the 5-year target for North is 25,950 or 14% 

of overall metropolitan supply and ranked 4th out of the 6 Districts.  

• Based on capacity within each LGA the 20-year target for North is 97,000 or 13% 

of overall supply and again ranked 4th out of the 6 Districts.  

• Consideration of housing opportunities include:  

o to address pent up demand,  

o the prospect of higher population growth,  

o the need to improve housing choice,  

o opportunities for people to live locally,  

o the productivity benefits of additional housing supply, and  

o contingencies that help support steady supply. 

• Ryde is to provide 30% of the North District housing growth in the next 5-years 

(7,600) with no data provided for the 20-year window. 

To support housing growth and supply, Ryde Council will be tasked with:  

• Monitoring and supporting the delivery of Ryde’s 5-year housing target of 7,600, 

recognising significant growth in the precinct at North Ryde and Herring Road  

• Progressing Priority Precinct investigations at Macquarie Park with the DPE  

• Working with the GSC and Transport for NSW to identify urban renewal 

opportunities that connect to Sydney Metro  

• Investigating local opportunities to address demand and diversity in and around 

local centres and infill areas. 

The draft District Plan does not elaborate on where appropriate locations would be, or areas 

that might be subject to competing or other priorities and which may be excluded or 

quarantined. It would however appear supportive of considering options to improve jobs 

(including Smart jobs) targets in the context of commercial investment imperatives and 

enhancing the Government’s investments in infrastructure. To that end, it appears that the 

Strategic Centre may be only required to provide for further minimal residential capacity. 

Unless made clear, however, this is subject to a level of interpretation dependent upon 

whether a review of jobs targets or housing targets was the reader’s main interest. 

Jobs Targets 

• ‘Economic Growth is essential’ 

• GSC nominates job targets to both strategic and district centres to provide 

guidance to councils and industry as to the likely potential scale of employment 

growth in the area and to inform land use planning and infrastructure investment. 
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• Updated projections have revised the 20-year forecast demand for jobs across 

Greater Sydney from 689,000 to 817,000 additional jobs.  

• This is a significant growth opportunity for Greater Sydney as a global city, 

representing business confidence and economic growth.  

• Further planning is needed for how Greater Sydney attracts and accommodates 

these jobs in the right locations – the kind of places that we know are supported 

by land use and infrastructure investment and are attractive from a commercial 

perspective. 

Macquarie Park is ranked 5th by the GSC based on 2016 jobs data.  

o Central Sydney  496,900 

o Greater Parramatta  96,500 

o North Sydney   60,400 

o Green Square-Mascot 59,500 

o Macquarie Park  58,500 

o St Leonards   47,100 

The GSC anticipates that there is demand and capacity for it to grow to at least 73,000 and 

up to 79,000. This is growth of about 25% to 35%, and consistent with other forecasts. 

By 2036 Macquarie Park will still be ranked 5th based on the GSC based on 2036 jobs 

forecasts, although it has the potential to be 3rd ranked dependent upon other growth.  

o Central Sydney  662,000 – 732,000 (or 33% - 47% growth) 

o Greater Parramatta  156,000 – 170,500 (or 62% - 77% growth) 

o North Sydney   76,000 – 81,500 (or 26% to 35% growth) 

o Green Square-Mascot 75,000 – 80,000 (or 26% to 34% growth) 

o Macquarie Park  73,000 – 79,000 (or 25% to 35% growth) 

o St Leonards   54,000 – 63,500 (or 17% to 35% growth) 

It will stay ranked the 2nd Strategic Centre of the North District, marginally behind North 

Sydney but may growth to 1st if North Sydney’s growth hits baseline and Macquarie Park 

achieves the aspirational target. 

Supporting Smart Jobs Growth 

The GSC is keen to optimise the productivity benefits of Sydney Metro to create new smart 

jobs in strategic centres including in the existing high concentration areas of knowledge 

intensive jobs in the North District at North Sydney, St Leonards, Chatswood and Macquarie 

Park. In recognition of The Eastern City’s contribution and importance, a specific economic 

development strategy, is proposed to be developed by the Department of Industry, Skills and 

Regional Development. 

Further, the current DPE Macquarie Park Investigation Area exercise is nominated as an 

important step in working with Ryde Council to agree on priorities and mechanisms to 

achieve a vibrant urban centre with an effective mix of commercial, residential, retail, health 

and education activities, and including a land use and infrastructure strategy to guide 

development and infrastructure delivery to 2036. Macquarie Park has been identified as a 

Collaboration Area to maximise opportunities for the sustainable growth and economic 

prosperity of the centre. 

A Collaboration Area is a place where a significant productivity, liveability or sustainability 

outcome is better achieved through the collaboration of different levels of government and in 

some cases the private sector or landowners. 
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The GSC indicates that subject to the availability of resources, we will drive the coordination 

of planning in the Collaboration Area in partnership with relevant stakeholders, State 

agencies and industry. In addition to the policy directions for strategic centres, planning for 

the Macquarie Park Collaboration Area will include considerations to:  

• enable additional capacity for commercial floor space to maintain a 

commercial core  

• improve urban amenity as the centre transitions from business park to a 

vibrant commercial centre, including reducing the impact of vehicle 

movements on pedestrian and cyclist accessibility  

• deliver a finer grain road network to enhance pedestrian connections and 

provide new access points  

• promote excellence in urban design by upgrading public areas  

• deliver an innovation ecosystem in Macquarie Park, capitalising on the 

relationship with Macquarie University and nearby high-tech and medical 

corporations  

• improve public transport connections to Parramatta and the District’s other 

strategic centres, including the Northern Beaches Hospital. 

To this end MQU and the MPID is supportive of all actions required to drive ongoing growth 

and success of the Strategic Centre, especially its growth as an innovation ecosystem and 

innovation district with specialist businesses with global reach and influence. 

But what the draft District Plan does not address and clarify … 

Whilst the preparation of the draft District Plans is to be applauded, and their intent is 

supported, some questions remain on key matters that will drive success from MQU/MPID’s 

perspective and its areas of interest. 

Whilst the Ryde LGA is to provide 30% of the North District housing growth in the next 5-

years (some 7,600 dwellings) and a proportion of the overall 97,000 new dwellings in the 20-

year window, the draft District Plan does not elaborate on where appropriate locations would 

be, or areas that might be subject to competing or other priorities and areas which may be 

excluded or quarantined from housing growth.  

Identification, or time-lapse mapping, of areas expected to provide housing capacity (and 

jobs capacity) will be essential to understanding how the priorities and actions under the 

draft District Plan should themselves be understood or prioritised.  

The GSC recognises that Macquarie Park businesses are keen to assist the development 

of an innovation hub and many are already active in the start-up and new-tech space. 

Macquarie Park will continue to grow and major employers are key stakeholders in how this 

growth is planned and delivered. Key issues already identified by major employers include 

the high levels of traffic congestion and the need for growth to be accompanied by improved 

public transport access and reliability, walkability and activation of the public domain.  

Consistent with the previous point, clarity about housing growth in this context is essential.  

Again, we emphasise the need for clarity throughout the draft District Plan to allow for 

improved certainty, particularly in the short-term. In this critical initial phase of the further 

evolution and transformation to a CBD in its own right it is key to understand the GSC’s 

position on non-commercial and residential land uses for each of the Strategic Centres in the 

context of their current role and position in the market and their individual capacities to 
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growth or change. Not everywhere needs to diversify and be a mixed-use precinct (i.e. 

residential and commercial) to be successful. 

The precautionary approach to reduction of Employment and Urban Services land 

(formerly Employment Lands – light or semi-industrial land) will be a key issue at Macquarie 

Park given the current Business Park zoning over large areas and the remaining light-

industrial uses and accommodation. Whilst certain conclusions can be drawn about the 

overall vision for Macquarie Park as an economic powerhouse, this stated precautionary 

approach can also be seen as a hindrance to ongoing growth when the market has already 

progressively determined that Macquarie Park is no longer a traditional business park, nor 

the pre-dating light industrial area of its origins. 

With scarcity of land and high demand, clarity on the direction for the Eastern City Economic 

Development Strategy and the Collaboration Area needs to be set under the finalised District 

Plan to ensure the optimal set of land uses and the appropriate mix / ratio to support 

Macquarie Park.  

Timing and next steps to success are discussed broadly only. The reason for this is 

understood as the District Plans once completed will guide subsequent and further studies 

and plan-making. The initial 5-year period however is highly likely to be consumed by the 

preparation of these studies and plans with direction only at a high level and subject to 

interpretation at that level unless key objectives that are relevant to those 5-years are not 

directly spelled out.  

The initial 5-year period will be key for some places to their level of success, and for others 

less so. At Macquarie Park, the short-term actions determined by the District Plan and 

decision-makers in land use and development decisions will be key to progress the Strategic 

Centre makes as an innovation ecosystem and innovation district. 

Tied to timing matters is the ability for Councils to adequately or successfully resource the 

initial 5-year period’s actions. The draft District Plan in part acknowledges that this will be an 

issue.   

Our suggestion, as pointed out earlier, would be to improve clarity and at the same time 

reinforce the ability of entities like the MPID to work openly and collaboratively with Council 

and the GSC to ensure existing successes can be further enhanced and translated.  

Co-related to this is an appropriate governance structure to drive success and oversee the 

Strategic Centre’s individual growth needs, particularly around infrastructure provision and 

funding. 

Monitoring and a dynamic planning system to facilitate change as required. Ongoing 

collaboration will be required. Sophisticated monitoring of progress and changing targets and 

needs over time is required and we note the intended review every 5 years and the desire 

for the District Plans to operate as a living document with help from the Greater Sydney 

Dashboard. However, without a planning system that is nimble enough to respond as and 

when required, the Dashboard is in danger of being a tool that cannot influence the required 

results that it identifies. 

The map included in the draft District Plan (Figure 12 below) maps the current scenario, 

but not the required actions or locations to achieve desired outcomes. As the map shows, 

there is already a high level of fragmentation within the Strategic Centre in terms of land 

uses and zoning.  
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Any new mapping of the proposed Strategic Centre (and which supports further residential 

growth) should map a wider area, particularly to the south of Epping Road, to enable a 

meaningful contribution for additional housing without any further impacts upon the 

commercial aspirations of the District Plan for this Centre. The alternative, would be to afford 

the central commercial core and its fringe a level of protection and potentially a short-term 

moratorium of any new residential development, given the recent housing-focussed 

rezonings which achieve up to a possible 15,000 new dwellings. 

 

Figure 12: Macquarie Park Strategic Centre (source: GSC) 

 

4.2 Longer Term Strategic Planning by the GSC 

Towards our Greater Sydney 2056 – A draft amendment to update A Plan for Growing 

Sydney 

This update document principally seeks to bring the District Plans into the wider regional 

strategic planning for Greater Sydney and establishes the concept of the 3 Cities metropolis 

for the first time with a 40-year horizon for growth. 

For a Growing City, the GSC has set a metropolitan priority of a city with smart jobs.  

As Greater Sydney’s economy grows, we need to increase the knowledge and skills 

capacity of the workforce. This will improve the resilience of the economy and its 

ability to adapt to future shocks and changes, while providing opportunities for people 
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to work in a wider range of areas. Leveraging existing strengths in knowledge-

intensive sectors will help grow Greater Sydney’s economy in a sustainable way. A 

key focus for these 21st Century jobs will be centres with major health, education and 

commercial precincts, known as strategic centres. This metropolitan priority aims to:  

• increase knowledge-intensive jobs and health and education jobs  

• increase productivity per worker  

• focus on international students and inbound tourism  

• deliver a smart city that enables knowledge-intensive jobs to thrive. 

Again, this supported, but as stated above, the appropriate planning regime, governance 

structure, and initiatives from the District Plan must be in place to ensure this longer-term 

priority may be successful. 
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5.0 Key Issues and Drivers Affecting 

Macquarie Park’s Growth 

 

5.1 Key development and planning issues affecting Macquarie 

Park / MPID 

The following sets out a summary of the key development and planning issues which have 

affected growth of Macquarie Park as a commercial centre in the past and which will also act 

as significant influences for further growth. These key drivers have been derived from a 

literature review of documents prepared for MQU, DPE, and the GSC – as set out in Section 

7 of this submission. 

The key issues and drivers may be summarised as: 

• Market choice and market drivers 

o Global trends and macro-economic factors 

o Key market drivers for demand 

o Available land in preferred locations 

o Locational advantage 

o Critical mass and density 

• Housing targets and housing supply 

• Conflicting or non-complementary land uses 

• Infrastructure capacity and infrastructure provision 

• Precautionary approach to rezoning “industrial employment” lands 

• Providing the right character, address, services and amenity 

• Planning policy and the planning system – flexibility, clarity & certainty 

Market Choice and Market Drivers 

Global trends and macro-economic factors 

Macro-economic factors driving change in the Sydney Market include: 

• Globalisation – wider networks of exchange 

• The rise of Asia, including trade agreements between countries as well as companies 

and institutions 

• Ageing population 

• Increased population 

• Value of AUD$ - promoting incoming education economy (international student 

enrolments) 

• Rise in Service Sector and professional services 

• Technological improvement fostering more flexible jobs and job environments 

• Freight and logistics and industrial land pushed further out of the inner ring – with 

further conversion of business park areas. This results in competition for rents and 

space. (source: SGS) 

These macro-economic factors are all visible and ongoing within the Macquarie Park 

Strategic Centre and more broadly within Greater Sydney. These factors are also driving 

localised development issues. 
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Key market drivers for demand 

Key market drivers for commercial and office floor space demand at Macquarie Park include: 

• A well-established business park style offer;  

• Range of high profile tenants offering co-locational and reputational advantages;  

• Good accessibility;  

• Focus on high-tech industrial sector – which is ever evolving; and 

• Infrastructure development, including Macquarie Shopping Centre, M2/ Frenchs 

Forest access. (source: Colliers) 

However, there is also the lure of conversion of lower-performing business park land to high-

density residential development which significantly outperforms commercial offices as the 

highest and best use for sites. Accordingly, there is considerable pressure on commercial 

sites for rezoning across Sydney, including Macquarie Park. Strong demand for residential 

sites is boosting the price of underdeveloped commercial property suitable for residential 

development (BIS Shrapnel). 

This has the potential to fragment commercial opportunity sites, limiting conversion 

opportunities and put added pressure on remaining sites to deliver targeted jobs outcomes. 

Added to this a significant uplift is required to make sites viable relative to that of residential 

conversion, particularly in light of the likely development contributions required at local and 

State levels. Accordingly, commercial land values will drive further required uplift than 

residential land uses to allow for the same types of infrastructure upgrades, when placed in a 

competitive market for scarce land. 

BIS Shrapnel has provided relevant insights into the decision-making and market led 

process for commercial development of centres, including Macquarie Park. 

The success in attracting future office development rests on a company’s willingness 

to accept alternative locations as viable and the availability of readily developable 

sites. This combination is critical because in the longer term aggregate metropolitan 

supply of space is demand-led.   

The availability of sites and vacant office space in preferred locations also dictates 

where office buildings can be built and where occupants can move.  

The Sydney office market is an overflow market. Over the next 10 to 15 years, vacant 

sites for new office development are likely to dry up in the CBD, North Sydney and 

Chatswood, forcing a shift of development and office employment to other centres.  

The drying up of sites in the CBD, North Sydney and Chatswood has already been 

hastened by an upswing in residential construction, prompting a switch from 

commercial to residential development where flexible zoning permits.    

Furthermore, amalgamating sites large enough to accommodate large scale office 

buildings is challenging and can take a long time. Delays are typically caused by 

multiple ownership and existent long term lease contracts. The cyclical movements of 

rents and their relativities can impact on the medium-term allocation of demand.  

Available land in preferred locations 

Macquarie Park, Norwest and Olympic Park are amongst the major existing centres that 

have substantial capacity to grow. Some centres will see rezoning of selective sites or areas 

to facilitate higher density development over the medium to longer term. Of these, Macquarie 
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Park’s growth rate is expected to outpace all other centres within Sydney over the medium to 

longer term (BIS Shrapnel). Under current circumstances it would be a very desirable 

location for growth from both a policy and market standpoint. 

As mentioned above, the strong residential market and potential desire by landowners within 

Macquarie Park Strategic Centre to seek to convert commercial or business park zoned land 

to enable higher value residential uses will potentially drive not only scarcity of land, and 

increase currently competitive rents and land values, but also potentially create 

fragmentation and an undesirable environment for global companies to locate, for example 

the mixed-use environment of Chatswood CBD. 

There is a strong availability of sites for re-development within the Strategic Centre. Figure 

13 below sets out some key sites within the remaining commercial core and business park 

zones under the DPE’s Macquarie Park Investigation Area.  

Available sites have been identified as susceptible to change due to their:  

• age or type of current development (original / 1st generation use or accommodation, 

typically of 3 storeys or less, and with an inefficient use of the site via a small 

floorplate relative to the site’s size) – blue outline; or  

• government ownership, including substantial size (green outline); or  

• private developer ownership, including size or amalgamated parcels, where a 

residential redevelopment would provide a greater return in the current market (red 

outline).  

It is key to note that >55% of building stock at Macquarie Park is older than 10 years making 

it particularly susceptible to change. 

 

Figure 13: Sites available for redevelopment of succeptible to change (source: MQU) 
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Locational advantage 

The decision by a company to locate where it does is driven by a range of factors. Generally, 

locational advantage is drawn from access to transport and staff, proximity to markets and 

services, and regulatory support. Further, the ingredients of a successful Innovation District 

(as set out in Section 2.3 of this submission), including access to human capital, interactions 

and networks, and reputation also determine locational decision-making. 

Critical mass and density 

One of the key elements in the future success of Sydney’s Strategic Centres is to attain a 

critical mass and density. In order to attract the necessary secondary services, an area 

needs a critical mass of office space—not only in terms of the total amount of stock but also 

in terms of density.  

BIS Shrapnel has indicated that development scattered around a suburb or isolated from 

major service locations may contain large amounts of space, but is unlikely to reach a 

critical, self-sustaining, mass.  

Critical mass/density can also be achieved by the clustering of like-minded 

businesses in an area, such as the existing scenario at Macquarie Park with 

education, health and ITC sectors. The mass is necessary to attract 

services/amenities to the precinct, including food outlets and coffee shops and 

general retailing. If such services are located too far away from offices, i.e. not within 

reasonable walking distance, an area will be considered less attractive.   

We note that Macquarie Park at 850,000m2 has likely already achieved a theoretical critical 

mass, however in practical terms, additional floorspace and density will be required to further 

enhance the attractiveness of additional services and amenities within the core to enable its 

fuller conversion to a CBD in its own right. 

Housing Targets and Housing Supply 

As addressed throughout this submission, high housing targets and higher-density 

residential development’s propensity to significantly outperform commercial offices as the 

highest and best use for sites has the potential to affect market confidence if planning policy 

and direction is not sufficiently clear.  A suitable roadmap for delivery of housing targets 

coupled with a corresponding jobs, employment and economic growth strategy would 

provide improved understanding of how housing supply is to occur and its positive or 

detrimental impacts upon commercial centres. 

Conflicting or Non-Complementary Land Uses 

As above, incremental introduction of new conflicting or non-complementary land uses 

previously excluded from (or carefully controlled or placed in) Strategic Centres, such as 

Macquarie Park has the potential to compromise and limit growth. This will not only drive 

scarcity in available commercial sites, but increase land values, whilst at the same time 

reducing the attractiveness of a centre as a commercial precinct and the multiplier benefits 

that agglomeration brings.  

Infrastructure Capacity and Infrastructure Provision 

Securing appropriate infrastructure upgrades to be able to cater from the growth envisaged 

is essential. Public transport upgrades and significant mode-share shift away from car usage 

is required to enable the transformation to continue from a traditional business park to a 

multi-dimensional commercial CBD and innovation district.  
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Whilst there have been a range of transport infrastructure upgrades, infrastructure 

investment has not kept pace with or preceded the growth within the Strategic Centre. 

Infrastructure capacity must be created to align with growth in the Centre whilst it happens, 

or ideally, prior. 

Precautionary Approach to rezoning “industrial employment” lands 

The pre-existing (and proposed) precautionary approach to rezoning of now largely 

redundant light industrial land within Macquarie Park has the potential to stifle growth in key 

market sectors. Without a relaxation of this approach, the conversion of the Strategic Centre 

to a commercial CBD will be less likely, and critically, slowed.  

Whilst there may be a paucity of industrially zoned lands in the North District, alignment to 

the anticipated growth for Macquarie Park would see further light industrial and low-density 

employment uses relocate to other parts of the District, or other parts of Greater Sydney, 

and free-up land for high density and higher value economic uses to allow a critical mass to 

be achieved. 

Providing the right character, address, services and amenity 

Tied to a range of the above factors, is the creation of a place with an appropriate identity, 

address, character, amenity and services that also drives and stimulates growth through 

agglomeration and reputation.  

Economic opportunities for the Chatswood CBD to increase commercial investment are seen 

as limited given its loss of prestige as a desirable location. Whilst it has many of the 

ingredients required for success (such as proximity to the Sydney CBD, staff, transport 

links), its future role as a commercial centre is under question in light of the increased 

residential development, and the attractiveness of competing precincts, particularly 

Macquarie Park. 

At this point, Macquarie Park in part serves an overflow role within the Greater Sydney office 

market, but with appropriate enhancements and investment in the following, it will be able to 

build its own reputation and foster further growth and its conversion from a suburban 

business park: 

• An environment with higher amenity, finer grain public domain outcomes, new 

amenities and services, and complementary land uses. 

• Enhancing internal and external connectivity for the Strategic Centre 

• Provision of an after-hours economy, promoting reasons to linger and stay, 

collaborative environments, chance meetings 

• Maintaining competitiveness via new generation accommodation, collaboration 

spaces, and clusters hubs 

• New entrants into the market, whether start-ups, incubators, or trans-national 

corporations 

Planning Policy and the Planning System – Flexibility, Clarity & Certainty 

Planning policy can have an important role in shaping the location and nature of office 

development. For a centre to develop into an office precinct, enough sites need to be zoned 

for commercial use within a defined area and at a high enough floor space ratio to allow for a 

critical mass of office space to be developed. However, planning policy by itself is not 

enough. 
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Change is fast driven by mega trends, and the planning system is relatively static and unable 

to quickly respond to change, especially rapid change driven by global externalities.  

The timing and conversion of the District Plans, via the proposed Local Strategic Planning 

Statements into new or updated LEPs is likely to go beyond the initial 5-year period. 

Uncertainty and risk for ad-hoc and poorly considered decision-making with may also 

operate as a negative precedent. 

The finalised District Plans must be clearer and serve to direct decision-making for important 

matters at completion to successfully manage an interim phase.  
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6.0 Conclusion and Recommendations 

Conclusion 

MQU and its partners within the Strategic Centre (including the MPID) congratulate the GSC 

on the preparation of the draft District Plans and Towards our Greater Sydney 2056 – A draft 

amendment to update A Plan for Growing Sydney. 

MQU applauds the GSC in its Vision for a more Productive Sydney, a more Liveable 

Sydney, and a more Sustainable Sydney. The contribution by the Strategic Centre will 

principally lie in making Sydney a more productive place by helping facilitate a 30-Minute 

City, a City with Smart Jobs, and a Growing City.  

We are particularly encouraged by statements in the draft North District Plan which support 

Smart Jobs creation at Macquarie Park and the preparation of a specific economic 

development strategy for The Eastern City, within which the Strategic Centre sits. The 

further identification of the Strategic Centre as a Collaboration Area to maximise 

opportunities for the sustainable growth and economic prosperity of the centre is also 

welcomed, including the consideration of all the necessary infrastructure and ingredients 

required to develop a thriving innovation ecosystem and bring investment and human 

capital. 

Our shared vision and alignment for a Strategic Centre that further acts as a catalyst for 

economic growth and a city-shaping transformation of the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre 

from a high-performing premier suburban business park to a high amenity and specialised 

CBD in its own right with innovative employment generating and well-linked industries at its 

core is supported.  

The key information arising from review of the exhibited documents and our own research 

concludes that: 

• The Strategic Centre has the potential to become Australia’s 4th largest CBD by 

2036, noting that it is presently Sydney’s 2nd largest CBD by floorspace, having 

recently overtaken both Parramatta and North Sydney. 

• The fastest growing sectors of the economy are located at Macquarie Park, an area 

itself growing faster than other centres, and which has added nearly as much 

floorspace as Sydney CBD in past decade. 

• The Strategic Centre / MPID can boast the following: 

o 12 of the world’s largest companies by market capitalisation 

o Top 10 contributor to the Australian economy 

o 24% of Australia’s 2016 GDP growth occurred within the northern arm of the 

Sydney Economic Global Arc – including Macquarie Park 

o It is a key knowledge-intensive, health, innovation and technology cluster with 

a high degree of collaboration between academia and industry 

o Top 8% world university ranking 

o 39,000 enrolled students 

o Up to 15,000 new dwellings already earmarked under recent State 

Government Priority Precinct planning 

• The Strategic Centre is well placed to transform from a premier suburban business 

park to a CBD in its own right through achievement of a critical mass and density to 

support agglomeration and reputation-building. Other fine-grained urban design 

outcomes and improvements in local and business services, amenities and 

recreation areas, and an after-hours economy will foster growth in human capital and 
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new entrants to the market and Centre itself, whether start-ups, incubators or other 

trans-national corporations. 

• Risks or impediments to growth include: 

o Securing further improved connectivity and transport upgrades – reducing its 

car-dependence and business park legacy and additional high frequency 

public transport enhancements further building upon the current Metro 

updates to the existing rail infrastructure; 

o Determining the Strategic Centre’s capacity or threshold for growth in light of 

its position in Sydney’s commercial market and infrastructure capacity and 

needs to provide for growth;  

o Competing land uses which may undermine or hinder reputation, perception 

and character of the Strategic Centre (with a relevant cross-reference to the 

conversion of Chatswood into a mixed-use CBD which is no longer attractive 

to significant commercial investment); and 

o Relaxation of the existing planning regime which serves to protect the 

commercial core of the Centre from residential land uses, as well as reliance 

upon a precautionary approach in preserving light industrial land in what is 

now supporting under-utilisation of valuable future commercial lands. 

• The short-term strategic and statutory planning actions will be essential for the 

envisaged long-term resilience of the Strategic Centre. Plan-making within the first 5 

years must be clearly directed by the District Plan and the subsequent Local 

Strategic Planning Statements that then further inform the revision or update to the 

Ryde LEP. These processes will take time and clarity for decision-makers in the 

interim in terms of land use priorities for Macquarie Park will be essential. Work 

around the proposed Collaboration Area and economic development strategy for The 

Eastern City must occur quickly to enhance desirable outcomes. 

• The finalised District Plan must be clear in its outcomes for Macquarie Park Strategic 

Centre. 

Requested Outcomes & Recommendations 

In light of the GSC’s and MPID’s shared vision and objectives, and the likely risks to 

sustained economic growth, the following provides a summary of the key requested 

outcomes and recommendations towards the finalisation of the North District Plan and the 

update to A Planning for Growing Sydney: 

• Maintain and protect the current land use zoning regime for the short-term at least to 

prevent any further fragmentation or dilution of land required for further commercial 

growth. A mid- to longer-term view at this stage would be to expand the B3 

Commercial Core zone (rather than the B4 Mixed Use zone) and remove the B7 

Business Park zone which has become less relevant to the transformation to a CBD. 

• The finalised District Plan must be clear in its outcomes for Macquarie Park Strategic 

Centre to ensure decision-makers can make consistent and informed decisions with 

respect to the priorities for the Strategic Centre. This is essential for short-term 

decision-making in relation to development applications and spot rezonings. 

• The GSC must direct the preparation of a collaboratively-based and Macquarie Park-

specific study to inform maximisation of commercial growth and the appropriate land 

use mix in line with the Vision, Priorities and Actions of the District Plan. This will 

inform land use decision-making in the interim and assist finalisation of the 

subsequent LGA-wide Local Strategic Planning Statement and later LEP.  

• The proposed Eastern City Economic Development Strategy and actions in relation 

to the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre Collaboration Area must set appropriate 
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measures and actions in place to ensure mid- to long-term decisions support positive 

and sustainable growth. 

• Planning for the Strategic Centre must consider recent residential or mixed use 

rezonings and recognise this already significant contribution to the District’s housing 

targets. In this context, to protect the commercial core and to provide for longer term 

residential growth, the fringes of the Strategic Centre, particular towards and over 

Epping Road, would be appropriate for further residential or mixed use development 

(potentially as high-density low-rise development) to assist in providing needed 

housing close to transport and jobs, without diluting the Centre’s further commercial 

potential or affecting its growing reputation. 

• The GSC must determine the capacity or threshold of the Strategic Centre’s growth 

via a detailed gaps analysis of the existing and required infrastructure to achieve 

targets and outcomes sought by the District Plan. Capacity and targets must be 

aligned with a concurrent commitment, funding, responsibility and timetable for those 

infrastructure improvements. This is a metropolitan-wide issue and should be 

addressed in a comprehensive manner to ensure District and Strategic Centre 

contexts are also appropriately managed and achieved. 

• A durable and robust governance model is essential for success. The delivery or 

conversion of the District Plan’s objectives will require a strong collaborative inter-

relationship between the Strategic Centre’s / MPID’s growing business base and 

government (itself via an inter-agency agreement to support growth). 

• A flexible and responsive planning regime able to provide ongoing and dynamic 

support is required. Whilst the current planning regime is based on long-term support 

for the establishment, growth and transformation of the Strategic Centre, its ongoing 

success must be founded on a planning system that can address changes to the 

market drivers for development and facilitate change. The development industry is 

commonly well ahead of the planning system. The proposed monitoring of trends and 

changes affecting growth via the GSC Dashboard is applauded, but this is only 

meaningful if it can be implemented or managed as quickly as is necessary. 

Other relevant issues / comments 

• It appears the individual draft District Plans are collectively leading the overall review 
of A Plan for Growing Sydney and its vision towards 2056. As mentioned above, the 
single greatest issue affecting metropolitan Sydney is its capacity to grow both 
productivity and liveability in a sustained manner with aligned commitment, 
responsibility, funding and a timetable for infrastructure improvements. This must be 
considered at a Greater Sydney level as early as possible.  

• Accordingly, in this context, identification of areas that can take early growth, 

sustained growth or later growth are not readily identified. Clarity and certainty for the 

next detailed level and stage of planning is largely not provided. 

• It is unclear as to what happens in the interim, from now until the gazettal of new 

planning controls some years onwards. There is potential for a long-running phase of 

free-standing planning proposals to rezone land without adequate strategic direction, 

noting the legislated force the draft District Plans and the review of A Plan for 

Growing Sydney already have under Part 3B of the Act. However, this may not be 

suitable or sufficient relative to the individual circumstances of some growth areas, 

including the Macquarie Park Strategic Centre. 

• Prioritising the priorities – it is unclear which priorities have greater primacy and 

currency over others. Not all of Sydney will be able to growth at the same speed. 

These priorities should be mapped in a time-lapsed manner.  
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• The relative hierarchy of the Strategic Centres is not clearly understood, other than 

via assumed jobs targets. Their place in the hierarchy is also not clarified or 

understood relative to their specialties and strengths in delivering Greater Sydney’s 

anticipated growth.  

• The desired outcomes for the Strategic Centre are not graphically represented – only 

the current scenario at Macquarie Park is mapped.  
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